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Enhancing Privacy of User Data in Data Warehouse 
ABSTRACT 
Privacy of user data is an important concern for businesses that store user data in a data 
warehouse. This disclosure describes multiple approaches to securely store data while 
maintaining compliance with privacy regulation and enabling use of the stored data for business 
analytics. The approaches include the separation of user identifiable information (UII) and non-
UII data in a data warehouse via physical separation of the data, or use of views/tables that only 
store non-UII data. Further, a daily rotating userID is used to store data. The rotating userID can 
be created by cryptographically hashing a user identifier with a daily salt, data encryption by use 
of a daily global key, or by a table level key with hashing on data access using an expirable 
global salt. Still further special access privileges can be granted to system-level programs and 
tools that process UII data, along with preventing such programs/tools from outputting UII data. 
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BACKGROUND 
Privacy of user data is an important concern for businesses that store user data. Strict 
privacy laws require that businesses that store user data, e.g., in data warehouses, maintain user 
data privacy. Data consumers for data in a data warehouse typically include internal users of the 
organization that maintains the data warehouse, third-party users that have access to data via an 
API, and internal systems and tools. It is important that the business that maintains data in the 
data warehouse secure and protect private user information during its entire lifecycle. This 
includes ensuring that the user data is used only for the purposes that it is intended for and only 
as permitted by the user. Further, in some contexts, it is important that the data be anonymized. 
Data in a data warehouse can include user-identifiable information (UII) and non-UII 
data. In current data warehouses, UII and non-UII data are heavily intertwined in various 
datasets. In many instances, the UII data in such datasets is not used for analytics or other 
downstream purposes. For example, userID are a common piece of UII that is stored in data 
warehouses. UserID is often used to obtain non-UII attributes about the user such as age bracket, 
country, etc. Other UII data such as email address, IP address, etc. are typically not used in 
downstream analytics. Storing UII and non-UII data together poses data privacy risks for the 
business and also places demands on compute and storage resources. 
While access control can be enforced at the metadata layer, storage of UII and non-UII 
data in the same files in the physical storage layer leads to risk originating from unauthorized 
access to the filesystem. Further, misclassification of UII data as non-UII data can impact data 
privacy. While data warehouses can encrypt data at rest and on the wire, there are huge costs 
associated with such encryption and thus, this approach is not suited for most data warehouses.  
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One technique that offers anonymization involves the use of a separate identifier. This 
can provide anonymization via an additional security layer - the mapping between the userID and 
the separate identifier. However, the separate identifier is a persistent identifier for a user and 
therefore, offers little protection if the separate identifier and/or the mapping is leaked. Further, 
genuine use cases, e.g., debugging, where temporary access to the mapping is necessary, can lead 
to a risk even after the access is revoked. Once the mapping is revealed, it is permanent and 
irreversible.  
DESCRIPTION 
In light of the above-mentioned problems, there is a need to securely store and 
anonymize private user data in a data warehouse with clear separation of UII and non-UII data, 
with strict access control. It is important that UII data be encrypted at rest and on the wire. 
Further, data storage is to be performed such that disruptions are minimized while retaining core 
analytical capabilities. This disclosure presents multiple approaches to provide a data warehouse 
that addresses some of the above-mentioned problems. 
The described approaches include two main aspects: (i) separation of access for UII and 
non-UII data; and (ii) anonymization of userID.  
(i) Separation of access for UII and non-UII data  
The separation of access for UII and non-UII data can be achieved in a variety of ways. Some 
ways include (a) physically separating UII./non-UII data; (b) creating access-controlled views on 
existing data tables; (c) creating access-controlled dependent tables on existing tables. 
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(a) Physically separating UII and non-UII data  
This approach involves separate UII and non-UII data at origin. Once separated, the data 
are stored separately (physical separation) in the data warehouse in two different tables. In most 
data warehouses, UII fields are easy to identify and separate in this manner. This approach 
provides tight control on UII data without impacting the rest of the data warehouse. Downstream 
use cases (e.g. analytics) are not impacted for the most part, since a majority of such use cases do 
not require UII data. Further, this approach only requires that UII data be anonymized, while 
non-UII data (that is usually anonymized after a certain time interval) does not need to be 
anonymized since it is physically separated from UII data.  
Physical separation also allows different retention policies for UII and non-UII data. This 
can provide significant savings in compute and storage costs. Further, the UII data, once 
separated from non-UII data can be secured by encrypting at rest and on the wire. This is feasible 
since the cost of encryption of such data is much lower than that for encrypting all the data in the 
data warehouse. Access to non-UII data can be provided flexibly, with longer access to non-UII 
data made possible. Still further, this approach enables fine grained access control and mitigates 
the risk from misclassification of UII data. The approach provides low cost anonymization and 
resilience to external attacks. 
(b) Creating access-controlled views on existing data tables 
This approach involves creation of views on all tables by projecting only the non-UII 
columns of each table, The downstream data pipelines and analytics applications are provided 
these views by default. Access to UII data in the original data tables is provided with proper 
permissions. 
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This approach provides separation of UII and non-UII data for data consumers. To 
consume data, no additional joins are required (since data is not physical separated). The cost of 
migration to use access-controlled views is low. In case of imperfect classification of UII/non-
UII data, only downstream pipelines need to be updated. Data separation can be implemented 
incrementally and provides flexibility. 
(c) Creating access-controlled dependent tables on existing tables 
This approach is conceptually similar to access-controlled views described above. In this 
approach, additional tables are built on top of existing tables. This approach provides similar 
benefits as access-controlled views described above. 
The below table summarizes the key differences between the above three different 









Physical separation Yes No No 
Selective encryption of UII Yes No No 
Different retention for UII/non-UII 
data Yes No No 
Explainability to data consumers Yes No No 
Tooling change to manage or 
discover Yes Yes Yes 
Implementation cost High Low Low 
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Migration cost High Low Low 
Short-term data anonymization 
cost Low Same Same 
Resilience to external attacks High Low Low 
Cost of imperfect classification of 
UII/non-UII data High Low Low 
Cost of accessing sensitive data High Same Same 
Effort for external collaborations High Loew Medium 
Overall Friction High Low Low 
 
(ii) Anonymization of userID 
Anonymization of userID can be performed in a variety of ways such as: (a) use of a 
unique daily rotating userID (DRUID) for all users; (b) replacing userID in the data warehouse 
with a separate persistent unique identifier. 
(a) Use of unique daily rotating ID (DRUID) for all users 
This approach involves the creation of a new ID for all users on a daily basis or at other 
suitable periodicity. Such a daily rotating userID (DRUID) is unique and persisted during the 
day, but need not be unique across days. DRUID can be generated irrespective of specific user 
requests. Since a new DRUID is generated every day, it provides complete anonymity across 
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days. Even if a malicious party gains access to userID and a corresponding DRUID on a specific 
day, such a party is not able to access user data once the DRUID is updated. 
Generation of DRUID can be performed in a variety of ways, as described below: 
● Cryptographic hashing on access with a daily global salt 
DRUID can be assigned to users on the fly when accessing data. For example, DRUID 
can be generated based on a separate persistent unique identifier that is mapped to the userID by 
use of cryptographic hashing using a salt that is generated once a day. There exists a permanent 
1:1 mapping between the separate identifier and the userID. If a userID is deleted, the mapping is 
also deleted, such that the separate identifier cannot mapped back to the userID. 
The daily salt is only accessible to system programs, is not exposed otherwise, and is not 
stored persistently. There are no changes to the storage layer. Hashing is performed at an 
upstream layer at the time of reading data from storage which allows existing individual tools or 
engines that read data from the data warehouse to function with no changes. Such tools are 
provided the hashed value of the separate identifier (DRUID) but not the original userID. 
The separate identifier can be stored in the non-UII dataset but is not accessible to users. 
The presence of the separate identifier enables joins or aggregations to be performed by the data 
warehouse itself. Generation of DRUID in this manner requires little to no change to existing 
data warehouses, requires minimal to no changes to the storage layer, has negligible compute 
overhead, and enables use of the data warehouse for various purposes such as training or use of 
machine learning models, debugging, backfilling, etc. with no change to existing data pipelines. 
Data consumers always see the anonymized ID. 
● Encryption at rest with daily global key 
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A secure mapping is created between the userID and a separate identifier along with a 
daily rotating global key table. UserID is replaced in the data storage by an encrypted version of 
the separate identifier obtained using the daily global key. In this approach, the separate 
identifier is encrypted when stored. The unencrypted identifier is not exposed to data consumers 
and the data warehouse does not store a persistent user identifier. Use of the encrypted identifier 
allows UII and non-UII data to be stored physically in the same storage since UII is encrypted 
and secured. No changes are necessary to downstream tools that consume data. 
 
● Encryption at rest with table level key together with cryptographic hashing on access with 
expirable global salt 
A daily expirable global salt is created along with a table partition level encryption key. 
In some data warehouses, data are loaded periodically (e.g., daily) and are partitioned by date. 
The data that is processed for a specific day is loaded to the corresponding date partition of the 
target table. Data in such tables can be encrypted at the partition level, e.g., for individual days, 
with separate keys, rather than encrypting the entire table with a single key. The separate 
identifier is encrypted using the table partition level key when writing data to the data 
warehouse. At the time of retrieval, data is decrypted and hashed again using the global salt prior 
to being provided to data consumers. The encryption/decryption and hashing mechanisms are 
built into the storage layer.  
In this approach, the separate identifier is encrypted when stored. The unencrypted 
separate identifier is not exposed to data consumers. The data warehouse does not store a 
persistent user identifier. UII and non-UII data can be stored physically in the same storage. No 
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changes are necessary to downstream tools that consume data. The data is secure in case of the 
key/salt is compromised. This approach is less disruptive for ad-hoc data consumers. 
(b) Replacing userID in the data warehouse with a separate identifier 
In this approach, all data pipelines and logging systems are configured to use a separate 
identifier, rather than userID. The use of the separate identifier offers obfuscation of the userID 
while maintaining uniqueness of users across data stores for various analytical use cases. This 
approach also eliminates the need to anonymize tables where the only UII data in table is the 
userID. Backfilling of data is simpler when the separate identifier is used in the data warehouse. 
This approach has low computational cost.  
The below table summarizes the key differences between the different ways of 










with table level 
key + 
cryptographic 




Persistent User identifier in 
warehouse storage (at rest) Yes No No Yes 
Future privacy compliance 
readiness Medium High High Low 
Implementation complexity Medium Medium High Low 
Migration cost None High Medium Medium 
Disruption to ad-hoc 
analytics None Low Medium None 
Increased pipeline compute Same Yes Yes Same 
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with table level 
key + 
cryptographic 




Increase in Ad-hoc 
compute costs Yes Yes Yes Same 
Extensible to other UIIs Yes Yes Yes No 
 
The use of the above-described techniques provides flexible access control of UII and 
non-UII data and (selective) encryption of UII data at rest. The approaches provide 
anonymization of userID of current as well as historical data. Data warehouses that implement 
the described techniques can provide for growth accounting (e.g., growth in user counts) as well 
as generation of cumulative datasets. The data warehouse is also resilient to internal rogue actors. 
Implementation of the techniques requires an increase in compute cost (e.g., due to additional 
computation for key generation, encryption/decryption, etc.), require user education (e.g., of data 
analytics customers), and impose a data migration cost to transition from conventional data 
warehouses. 
Another approach beyond the separation of access for UII and non-UII data and 
anonymization of userID can include the use of access control mechanisms at the system level. 
In this approach, special access privileges are granted to system-level programs and tools to 
process UII data. For example, access can be granted to the userID column when the processing 
relates a pipeline that includes joins using userID. However, the programs that are granted such 
access are restricted from writing columns that include UII data to output.  
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CONCLUSION 
Privacy of user data is an important concern for businesses that store user data in a data 
warehouse. This disclosure describes multiple approaches to securely store data while 
maintaining compliance with privacy regulation and enabling use of the stored data for business 
analytics. The approaches include the separation of user identifiable information (UII) and non-
UII data in a data warehouse via physical separation of the data, or use of views/tables that only 
store non-UII data. Further, a daily rotating userID is used to store data. The rotating userID can 
be created by cryptographically hashing a user identifier with a daily salt, data encryption by use 
of a daily global key, or by a table level key with hashing on data access using an expirable 
global salt. Still further special access privileges can be granted to system-level programs and 
tools that process UII data, along with preventing such programs/tools from outputting UII data. 
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